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       Providing solutions that extend roof life and maximize roofing investments

I joined Tremco Roofing and Building Maintenance in May, 1994, as a Field Advisor in Central Illinois, which I proudly 
continue supporting today with a talented team of sales, service and industry experts. 
 
Our goal is to help clients keep their facilities dry for the least amount of money.  Starting with roof diagnostics/test-
ing and evaluations to provide an objective analysis of each roof, we can develop recommendations and action plans 
to effectively manage a client’s entire roofing portfolio.  Plans often involve preventive maintenance, repair, and using 
fluid-applied restoration systems to prevent needless, expensive roof replacement. This philosophy of “replace as a last 
resort” has helped save our clients millions of dollars; on average, restoration saves 50% or more over replacement. 

Among our many offerings are:

Roofing                                                             Building Envelope                               
•  Maintenance and management programs,                     •  Strategic planning and execution to help develop    
   including diagnostics and leak response                         energy-efficient, high performance buildings         
•  Environmentally-friendly roof cleaning with                    •  Commercial building and parking structure assessments,    
   water reclamation                         maintenance and restoration                  
•  Restoration, repair and replacement,                      •  Moisture intrusion analysis from the roof, walls or 
   and new construction                         windows  
•  Exceptional, sustainable solutions such as                    •  Energy saving initiatives such as air barrier leakage   
   highly-reflective, fluid applied systems and                       assessments and solutions
   vegetated roofs                                                          
•  OSHA-approved fall protection systems                         
                                                                                          
When replacement is finally necessary, we always strive for the best solution to maximize roof longevity and durability, 
minimizing facility disruption and meeting budget requirements. 

No matter what we do, we are committed to providing outstanding service before, during and after the sale!
                                                                                           
Expert Qualifications
•  Managed over 500 capital roof projects exceeding seven million square feet 
•  Ongoing building envelope management for more than 50 customers, many with multiple locations 
•  Extensive experience in needs assessment, specification development, bidding, project execution and closeout
   for capital roof and exterior building envelope projects 
•  Detailed proposal and budget development, including five to 10 year budget forecasts
•  Establishing clear lines of communications between the customer and various contractors
•  Additional experience in sales, project management and service center management 
•  Tremco Certified Roof Consultant
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John Breidenbach, AIA: Design Professional Representative  
With over 20 years experience in the construction industry and as a licensed architect, John’s 
main goal is to help us better serve our customers by being the most trustworthy, reliable and 
knowledgeable resource for low- slope commercial, steep- slope metal, vegetated and other 
kinds of roofing systems.  Throughout his career, John has been on the cutting edge of our 
industry, promoting roof restoration, roof recycling and other building envelope projects.  An 
active member of AIA and AIA certified presenter who lectures on these subjects throughout 
the country, John also conducts “lunch and learn” presentations on dozens of topics.

Laurie King: Business Development Manager 
Laurie develops marketing programs to enable Tremco Roofing to better serve the unique 
facility needs of our customers in healthcare, education and other industries.  She is also 
responsible for managing and measuring initiatives for our sales representatives across 12 
states, to help ensure that our customers always receive the highest level of support.

Scott Harris: Senior Roof Advisor and General Services Project Manager
Scott began his career with Tremco Roofing in September, 2008, and currently has 31 years 
of experience in the construction industry; this includes eight years of residential project 
development and management as a self-employed general contractor.  His responsibilities 
include but are not limited to managing our WTI* general services projects, quality control, 
customer satisfaction and comprehensive roof analysis inspection/drawing/report devel-
opment.  Scott provides our customers with incomparable service and care.  He has a 
Bachelor of Science degree from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.
          

Josh Baughman: WTI Field Resource Foreman
Josh came to WTI with 17 years of commercial roofing experience.  He manages our 
Central Illinois team of WTI General Services technicians, which focuses primarily on leak 
remediation, roof maintenance, quality control and project scheduling/management.  Josh 
also conducts site visits to assist with roof analysis reports, budget pricing, and proposal 
development.  His extensive history in managing and extending roof lifecycles makes Josh an 
invaluable member of our team in supporting our customers.

                                                                 *WTI (Weatherproofing Technologies, Inc.) is a subsidiary of Tremco Incorporated 

Meet Tremco Roofing’s Central Illinois Team               


